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SUMMARY

Two-way wavefields generated with the Marchenko method are able to reproduce complex wave phenomena that includes primaries, internal multiples and surface-related multiples. The wavefield contains reflections and information from the true model, but propagating with the kinematics of an input background velocity model. We design an inverse problem to find a model that explains the scattering phenomena present in the reconstructed wavefield. The two-way nature of the Marchenko wavefields allows us to use them with the homogeneous wave equation and obtain images that are indicative of subsurface model parameters. Unlike conventional imaging methods, where the image is indicative of the interfaces in the subsurface, our method inverts for the properties within the subsurface. Our tests show that one can invert for images indicative of the true model even when the background velocity model is partially inaccurate. Furthermore, we are able to image properties from the true model that are not part of the inputs used to generate the wavefield.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic imaging methods aim to estimate the Earth's reflectivity, i.e., a map of the interfaces that scatter the propagating wavefields. However, a seismic image does not only have structural information, but also dynamic properties that contain important information about the subsurface parameters (Etgen et al., 2009). Despite great advances in seismic exploration technology, the underlying imaging mechanisms (the imaging condition) are essentially the same as the one proposed by Claerbout (1971).

The wavefield reconstruction step is where many advances occurred recently. The source and receiver wavefields can be extrapolated with integral formulations as in Kirchhoff migration (Schneider, 1978), one-way equations as in wave equation migration (WEM) (Gazdag, 1978; Gazdag and Sguazzo, 1984), or two-way equations as in reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 1983; Whitmore, 1983; McMechan, 1983). The three outlined families have a basic assumption in common: the single-scattering (Born) approximation. Hence, the multiple-scattered waves present in the data are imaged in the wrong position. Therefore, the multiples are usually eliminated pre imaging (Verschuur et al., 1992; Weglein et al., 1997; Guitton, 2005; Lin and Herrmann, 2013) or post imaging (Sava and Guitton, 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Weibull and Arnsen, 2013).

Marchenko imaging retrieves the Green's function and properly handles primaries and internal multiples given a background velocity model with the appropriate kinematics. The Marchenko modeling framework (Broggini and Snieder, 2012; Behura et al., 2014; Wapenaar et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2015a) solves for focusing functions that are used to retrieve the total Green's function, which can be decomposed into up- and down-going components. This framework is also applicable to surface-related multiples (Singh et al., 2015a,b). The total Green's function satisfies the acoustic wave equation with all the scattering present in the data.

In this paper, we use the total Green's function instead of the individual up- or down-going components (or source and receiver wavefields) to obtain an image of the model parameters (instead of the reflectivity). We use the total Green’s functions together with relations given by the wave equation to obtain images sensitive to other subsurface properties like density or impedance.

Figure 1: Variable velocity model: the points at the surface denote source locations and the highlighted box indicates the area in which the Marchenko wavefield is retrieved.

IMAGING THE MODEL PARAMETERS

The Marchenko framework outlined in Singh et al. (2015a) allows for the Green’s function retrieval with pressure-normalized fields. The method reconstructs the Green’s function from any point \( x \) inside the medium to the surface. The method requires the reflectivity response \( R(x_s, x_r, t) \) for sources \( x_s \) and receivers \( x_r \) located at \( z = 0 \). It also requires an estimate of the transmission response \( T_d(x, x_r, t) \) from the point of interest \( x \) to the surface. In practice, \( T_d \) is approximated by the first arrivals in the background medium, which can be obtained with either a finite difference approach or an eikonal traveltime data convolved with an appropriate wavelet.

From the data and the transmission response, the Marchenko...
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Figure 2: Velocity retrieval: (a) is a smooth background model used for computing the transmission response $T_d$, (b) the retrieved velocity model, and (c) a snapshot of the wavefield $u(x, \mathbf{x}_s = (0,0), t = 0.6 s)$. Note how the retrieved model converges to the background model.

framework retrieves the Green’s function from all the points in the subsurface to the surface. The retrieved wavefield $u(x, \mathbf{x}_s, t)$ satisfies the acoustic wave equation.

If the transmission response is accurate enough, the wave equation is satisfied for the true model parameters.

We use the total wavefield $u$ to retrieve model parameters, like density and velocity, present in the wave equation. The retrieved wavefields are used as an input to the wave equation from which we solve for specific model parameters. This idea has been successfully implemented in the medical community for finding elastic parameters of human tissues (Manduca et al., 2001). Here we show an inversion framework for acoustic parameters.

Constant velocity acoustics

Consider the constant density homogeneous wave equation

$$s^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} - \nabla^2 u = 0,$$

where $s^2(x)$ is the slowness squared and $u(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)$ the Marchenko wavefield generated from the source location $x_s$. Note that the wavefield can be obtained inside the medium away from the source location $x_s$ where the homogeneous equation is satisfied.

In order to solve for the unknown field $s^2(x)$, one can set up a least-squares linear problem:

$$J(s^2) = \left\| s^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} - \nabla^2 u \right\|^2_2,$$

which has the following solution:

$$s^2(x) = \sum_{t, x_s} \frac{\partial^2 u(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)}{\partial t^2} \frac{\partial^2 u(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)}{\partial t^2} \sum_{t, x_s} \left( \frac{\partial^2 u(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)}{\partial t^2} \right)^2.$$

Observe how this expression closely resembles the least squares solution for the deconvolution imaging condition (Claerbout, 1971; Guitton et al., 2007).

The kinematics embedded in the Marchenko wavefield $u$ are driven by the first arrival information $T_d(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)$ which is computed using a background velocity model. The inversion procedure outlined in equation 2 utilizes the geometric attributes of the wavefield; therefore, the wave equation is satisfied for the same background velocity model used for computing the transmission response $T_d(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)$.

Variable density acoustics

For variable density, the Marchenko wavefield $u$ satisfies the wave-equation

$$\frac{s^2 \partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} - \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla u \right) = 0.$$

The relation of the wavefield $u(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)$ with the model parameters $s^2(x_s, \mathbf{x}, t)$ and density $\rho(x)$ is not as trivial as in the previous case. This problem does not have a direct least squares solution. Considering that the kinematics are controlled by the model used as input to compute $T_d$, we can focus our attention on the density model $\rho$. Using only the homogeneous wave equation (for pressure), one cannot retrieve the magnitude of the density field because it scales all the terms in the equation. However, one should be able to retrieve the relative changes in the density field. As with the constant

Figure 3: (a) Variable velocity and (b) density model. Note how the density and velocity model are decoupled inside the box.
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Figure 4: Density retrieval: (a) exact velocity model used as background, (b) inverted density model, and (c) a snapshot of the wavefield \(u(x, x_s) = (0,0), t = 0.6s\). Note how the velocity layer leaks into the inverted model. However, the density layer and interface are clearly defined in the inverted model.

density case, we set the following optimization goal:

\[
J\left(\frac{1}{\rho}\right) = \left\| \frac{s^2}{\rho} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} - \nabla \cdot \left(\frac{1}{\rho} \nabla u\right) \right\|_2^2.
\] (5)

Numerically, the problem is implemented as follows:

\[
J(m) = \left\| D_t m + DG_u m \right\|_2^2 = \left\| L(m) \right\|_2^2,
\] (6)

where \(D_t = \text{diag}\{s^2(x)\frac{\partial^2 u(x_s, t)}{\partial x^2}\}\), \(G_u\) is a block diagonal matrix that contains the gradient of \(u\), and \(D\) is the divergence matrix.

The gradient with respect to the buoyancy \(m = 1/\rho\) is given by

\[
\nabla_m J = D_t^\top L(m) + G_u^\top D^\top L(m),
\] (7)

where \(\top\) denotes adjoint. Once the gradient is defined, the model is updated iteratively using a non-linear solver.

**Pressure and particle velocity relations**

Another option for retrieving an image of the buoyancy is to use the relations between pressure fields and particle velocity. The Marchenko framework described in Singh et al. (2015a, 2016) allows for the reconstruction of pressure \(u\) and the vertical component of the particle velocity \(u_z\) fields. Hence, we can find the model that best matches the acoustodynamics relation:

\[
\frac{\partial V_z}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial u}{\partial z}.
\] (8)

Similarly to as in the first case, we can solve a linear least-squares problem to find the appropriate solution:

\[
J(m) = \left\| \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial t} + m \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right\|_2^2,
\] (9)

which has a solution that resembles equation 3:

\[
m = -\frac{\sum_{t, x_s} \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial t}(x, x_s, t) \frac{\partial u}{\partial z}(x, x_s, t)}{\sum_{t, x_s} \left(\frac{\partial u}{\partial z}(x, x_s, t)\right)^2}.
\] (10)

We have presented two options to invert for parameters given the pressure wavefield (first two cases) or the pressure and particle velocity wavefields (last case). These approaches are not the only options; one could try to reparametrize the wave equation in terms of acoustic impedance or other suitable combinations.

**EXAMPLES**

We test the imaging procedure described above for two cases: constant and variable density. For each case, we test the sensitivity to the background velocity model and compute acoustic data with a free surface boundary condition. In order to record both pressure and particle velocity data, we use the finite difference implementation of the coupled acoustodynamics system of equations from Thorbecke and Draganov (2011).

We place 500 sources and receivers at \(z = 0m\) in the range \(x = [-1000, +1000]m\) (Figure 1) to generate data. The input transmission data \(T_d(x, x_s, t)\) are computed using an eikonal solver.

Figure 1 shows the velocity model and the highlighted box depicts the area where the Marchenko wavefields are retrieved. The dots in the surface indicate the source locations used for the imaging process (a subset of the sources present in the data).

Figure 2a depicts a smooth version of the true velocity used as the background model. The Marchenko wavefields show propagating waves, with the corresponding reflections, even if the background velocity model is smooth (Figure 2c). One could say that the retrieved wavefield is an expression of the true Green’s function with the kinematics of the background model. Figure 2b is the inverted velocity model using the same procedure as discussed above. Note that the inverted model converges to the background model. This is because the kinematics of the retrieved wavefield are given by the background model, but the reflections present in the wavefield are due to the discontinuities of the original model.

The model parameters for the variable density experiment are shown in Figures 3a-3b. The density and velocity model contain complementary structure to see how well the inverted model can decouple reflections from either parameter. Since the kinematics of the wavefield converge to those of the background model, we focus our attention on the independent parameter, which is density in this case. Figure 4a shows the background model inside the box (the true model), whereas Fig-
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Figure 4b shows the inverted density model. The velocity interfaces leak into the inverted model, but, the density layers and the interface are well-imaged. Note that the density model is not an input for the computation of the wavefield shown in Figure 4c and yet the inverted image clearly delineates the density layer. In this example, we use the relation between pressure and particle velocity fields (equation 10) to compute the density image.

Figure 5a shows a smooth version of the true model used as background velocity field, and Figure 5b depicts the inverted density model. The density layer is clearly imaged despite the smooth background velocity model. The velocity interfaces again leak into the inverted model; note that the background velocity model does not contain any interface and yet the velocity interfaces from the original (true) model are imaged. The wavefield snapshot in Figure 5c is propagated in the smooth background model and contains all the reflections from the true model. Figure 5d is a density inversion from the pressure field (equation 6). By only using the pressure field, there is ambiguity with the magnitude of the density model because many different density models can yield the same wavefield. The model is clearly imaged with this method as the density layers are visible and there is only a hint from the velocity interface leaking into the inverted model. This approach is a valid alternative when one only have the pressure data as input, instead of the pressure and particle velocity data needed for the previous variable density examples.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a framework to obtain images of acoustic model parameters that are different from reflectivity. Our method relies on two-way wavefields computed with Marchenko modeling. The wavefields are input into the wave equation together with the background velocity to find the model that explains, in a least-squares sense, the homogeneous wave equation. We show different options one could use depending on which type of data are available. One can exploit the relations between pressure and particle velocity and invert for the density model or one could use an iterative approach if pressure is the only available data. Our tests show that it is possible to find an image representing the true model even when the background model is smooth. This method is able to image the properties within the subsurface instead of the properties contrasts as it is done with conventional images.
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Figure 5: Density retrieval: (a) smooth velocity model used as background, (b) inverted density model from pressure and particle velocity data, (c) a snapshot of the wavefield \( u(x, x_s = (0, 0), t = 0.6s) \), and (d) density image from pressure only inversion. Note how the velocity layer leaks into the inverted model. However, the density layer and interface are clearly defined in the inverted models.
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